Tim O'Brien, Paul Auster, and Robert Stone-authors some would be uncomfortable in categorizing as "popular" writers.
Most of Coale's study, however, focuses upon Joan Didion, Don DeLillo, Thomas Pyncheon, and Toni Morrison. In Chapter 4, Coale explains that Didion's works, often about actual conspiracies, embody a tension between conspiracies (that can be rationally traced) and the texts' fragmented, disjointed structures. Didion's characters tend to be self-absorbed and numb; the style of her prose a "compulsive ritualism" (61), repeating images and phrases, creating rhythm and cadence. Coale outlines the evolution of Didion's style, with the first self-conscious narrator appearing in A Book of Common Prayer and the self-conscious narrator becoming Didion herself in Democracy, The Last Thing He Wanted, and Miami. Coale worries that fictional possibilities lessen in Miami as conspiracy becomes "reality" rather than "perception" (87).
Coale's chapter on DeLillo is the longest in Paradigms of Paranoia and is heavily dependent upon excellent quotations from a wide range of critics as well as statements by DeLillo about his work. As a result, the discussion is not as clear and directed as that on Didion. Coale quotes DeLillo to the effect that JFK's assassination "invented me" (88), leading to the uncertainty and conspiracy in his work. Coale suggests that this emphasis, a rational emphasis, creates a tension with a second purpose DeLillo describes, to create open-ended works of (religious) mystery. Coale also notes that "dark details" (91), distrust, menace, and paranoia characterize DeLillo's fiction, with a sense of dark, unknown powers behind the scenes. He offers a detailed discussion of Libra and Players, then describes Mao II as the "stylistically bleakest" (118) of DeLillo's work. The "grand magnificent" (119) Underworld most completely realizes DeLillo's juxtaposition of paranoia and possibility.
Chapters 6 and 7 are stylistically different from the previous chapters, casual and familiar-e.g., "I," "let us" (136)-and offer somewhat recycled readings, not attempting to interpret the evolution of the canons of Thomas Pynchon and Toni Morrison. The chapter on Pynchon is organized by individual sections-on Crying of Lot 49, Gravity's Rainbow, Vineland, and Mason and Dixon-rather than the thesis-guided structure based in themes, literary strategies, and authorial development in the Didion and DeLillo chapters. Coale mentions the extensive literary criticism on Pynchon's works but integrates fewer critics into his discussion than he had with DeLillo. He states that Pynchon "continues to tower over postmodern novelists" (177), describes him as the "godfather" of the conspiracy novel, and considers Gravity's Rainbow a "triumph" of the conspiratorial and paranoid (154). The chapter on Morrison quickly moves into a detailed discussion of Paradise, followed by a middle section generalizing about Morrison's work, and then a detailed section on Beloved before a short concluding section on Jazz. The effort to link patriarchy and race into the postmodern-conspiracy-paranoia schema has interesting possibilities but is not persuasive.
In his Epilogue Coale returns to a discussion of postmodernism and his concept of the "postmodern sublime"-with its "open-ended fluidity and the spirited pursuit of elusive meaning and significance" (136); and one wishes that the concept had been more clearly and fully developed in the chapters on Didion, Pynchon, and Morrison. The choice of authors in chapters 4 through 7 is not clear. Why these authors? Specifically, what do they have in common or how are they different? The thought occurs that the reason Didion and Morrison are included is the criticism made of Coale's earlier work on the romance, In Hawthorne's Shadow, that female writers were neglected, black authors ignored. The emphasis on the relationship between Calvinist roots and postmodern conspiracy and paranoia is predictable but troubling since it does not address the increasingly complex view of American "roots" that gives Calvinism a minor role.
Like other writers, Coale believes that American fascination with conspiracy and paranoia arises partially from a deep craving in the American public for freedom, individualism, even transcendence, in a world increasingly institutionalized on the one hand and uncertain, ambiguous, and fragmented on the other. His concept of the "postmodern sublime" identifies one of the strategies contemporary authors use to reconcile this tension. A fuller examination of the concept as the human condition-perhaps with reference to Norman Cohn's work, discussed in an endnote-would be rich indeed. 
